HANDSETS/PROGRAMMERS

NAVITAS PROBIT HANDSETS

The Navitas Probit Handset is for use on the Navitas TSE550/1000, PSE550/1000 and PSE550P/1000P controls. The handsets are most easily used when the appropriate version is purchased, as outlined below.

FEATURES

- Adjusts controller parameters/settings.
- Allows testing of the controller inputs.
- Reads/translates error codes and allows clearing of codes.
- 'Find Problems' feature runs an in-depth diagnostics procedure to find operational problems that do not trigger error codes.
- The PB200-00 is the Standard Version Probit and works for any of the controls listed above.
  - For easy access to the appropriate parameters for your application choose from the options below.

OPTIONS

87-PB200-00 – Standard Probit
87-PB200-50 – Landoll Probit
87-PB200-BB – Bad Boy Buggy Probit